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Developing critical thinking through eportfolio based learning: an 

exploration of the experiences of online distance learners



The case study

Can eportfolios enhance the nature 
of the learning experience and the 

development of critical thinking 
among online distance higher 

education learners?



Theoretical framework-critical thinking



Theoretical framework-Eportfolio based learning
The model of eportfolio based learning for this case 

study is the process of eportfolio based learning is 

transformative, personal and empowering for 

learners. Effective eportfolio based learning can 

stimulate critical thinking, integrate learning, provide 

space for learners to experiment and apply theory 

and reflect on their learning journey. The process of 

learning with an eportfolio is meaningful, authentic 

and promotes deep learning.



Design of the study



Critical questions reflection template



Loop reflect supports



Student portfolios



Student portfolios



Analysis
• ongoing process -circular model of gathering and 

analysing data, as “coding is analysis” (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994, Lichtman, 2014)

• Analytical approach- thematic analysis following the 
Braun & Clarke (2006, 2013) 6 step approach



Findings: 5 Themes 



Finding 1
Learning with an eportfolio enhanced the 

learning experience for online distance learners 

by providing them with a safe and personal 

space to experiment with new ideas, to 

evaluate their own learning, to process their 

thoughts and experiences in the context of the 

sociology module. The experience was both 

retrospective and future focused.

“It is a great aide in my 

learning because it gives me a 

platform to express my 

thoughts and processes of my 

experiences. Normally 

coursework is so structured 

and formal; instead a learning 

portfolio is personal and I like 

that.” (P16, eportfolio entry 2)



Finding 2
Learning with an eportfolio enabled 

online distance learners to document 

their lived experiences and learning 

approaches in an authentic and 

meaningful way.





Finding 3
Studying sociology combined with 

learning with an eportfolio supported 

the development of critical 

thinking skills and dispositions in 

online distance learners.



Finding 4 
Eportfolios enhanced the 

development of the critical 

thinking skill of 

self-regulation for online 

distance learners.

“I:Do you think your critical thinking skills improved?

P2: Yes, for sure. To the point where you are critical of 

your own critical thinking. [Laughs] but yeah definitely 

as I was saying you are looking at your own beliefs and 

I think it’s good though, it’s always good to be always 

reassessing. The world is always changing so 

everything else should change with it. And I definitely 

have, you just look at different things, see different 

patterns. Yeah I don’t really know what else to say on 

that.” (P2, interview 2)



Finding 5
The sociology discipline context was 

fundamental to meaningful learning 

with an eportfolio for online distance 

learners. Learning with an eportfolio 

supported the development in participants 

of discipline specific critical sociological 

thinking. 



Questions….I am still thinking about
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